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PRESENTATION TOVoter ID Migration 

From another Constituency



Voter ID Enrolment – Migrating from another State or 
another assembly constituency within Karnataka

U need to save in your computer  a well defined photo, address proof in (Supported formats .jpg or .jpeg) each not more than 
2MB
Keep your voter ID issued in the previous constituency handy.
1. Open the website www.nvsp.in
2. If you have an account here, log in. If not, press register and register yourself following directions. You will need your email and mobile 
number for this. 

http://www.nvsp.in/


Enter details and register following instructions. You need to create a user id and password. 
After successful registration, log out once and log in again.



For those already having a voter ID from another state constituency or another constituency 
inside karnataka

Choose the tab Migration to another place from the tabs seen on the left side of the page.



4.You will come to the page below. Choose self and Migration outside your constituency if you are 
coming from another state or from another constituency within Karnataka. Then press Next seen 

on the right hand side



5. Now you will come to form 6. You can choose the language- Hindi, Malayalam or English. 
Choose the language and then start filling form 6

You need to choose the name of your state, district and assembly constituency to which you want 
to apply for voter id from the drop down.

Next choose *due to shifting from another constituency



Fill in the required details. Once the detail is filled in the first block, bring cursor to the adjacent 
block and wait for the details to be filled in the regional language. Then go to the next block. You 

can choose to fill in age or your date of birth, Choose what you want accordingly and then fill



Here you need to fill in the address you are currently staying



This address will be same if you permanently stay here. You can select same as above. Tenants 
can provide the address that is permanent for them.

If you have a valid voter id card, fill in the number in  j
Fill in the voter id number of your family member



If not physically disabled, leave this place blank.
It is better to fill in the email id and mobile number to receive updates and messages of your 

voter id status



S
Load your photo.

Select the document for age proof and then upload it from your computer or mobile.
The document should be less than 2MB. Please use only the format mentioned .Otherwise it will 

not load



Select the 
document 
you want to 
load for 
address proof 
from the drop 
down and the 
load it. Make 
sure it is in 
the correct 
format   jpg or 
jpeg.



Fill in the details about place of birth
you need to mention how long your are staying in the present address.

If coming from another constituency select 
*My name may have been included in the electoral roll for Constituency in State in which I was ordinarily 

resident earlier at the address mentioned below and if so, I request that the same may be deleted from that 
electoral roll.. Fill in the address in the voter id you have for the address  column



Finally fill in the declaration , mention the place where you are filling in application; date is automatically 
registered. Go through the application once more to see if you have made mistakes and correct them.

Fill in captcha and submit. 
If you want to change the  full data ,press  reset and start again.


